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the declining quality of the atmospheric environment. At

Network

present, my country is facing a very serious problem of
atmospheric

environmental

pollution.

I.

Accurate

Air quality prediction, as the name suggests, is
based on the historical emission concentration values
of various pollutant items in the air to predict the
concentration values of various pollutants in the air
pollution in the future and the air environment
quality[1]. As China's rapid economic development has
led to serious atmospheric environmental pollution
problems, the state and the public have paid more and
more attention to the treatment and prevention of air
pollution. The government environmental protection
department hopes to keep abreast of the details of local
air pollution and the recent changes in air pollution.
The public also hopes to be able to understand the
impact of air quality around them on their health in
time. In recent years, the state has increased its plans
for ecological environmental protection, and the plan
clearly clarified that atmospheric pollution control is
one of the key contents. The environmental protection
departments of local governments strengthen air
pollution control work, hoping to understand the
changes in air quality in a timely manner by
establishing an air quality prediction model.

prediction of air quality plays a vital role in the
realization of air pollution control by environmental
protection departments. Based on the historical air
pollution concentration data, this paper establishes a BP
neural network model to learn the statistical law of air
pollutant values to realize the prediction of air quality in
the future. Through the analysis of the target of air
quality prediction, the design of an air quality prediction
method based on BP neural network is designed. This
method includes four stages: air pollutant concentration
data collection, data processing, air quality index
calculation, and prediction network construction. The
experimental results show that the air quality prediction
method based on BP neural network designed and
implemented in this paper, combined with the developed
air quality prediction system, can effectively predict the
recent changes in air quality and various air pollutant
concentrations. By collecting the concentration data of
air pollutants and learning the changes of air pollutants
to achieve air quality prediction, it provides a
quantitative reference for government environmental
protection departments to achieve air pollution control.
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Xu Dahai proposed an atmospheric advection
diffusion box model in 1999, in which the concept of
the air pollution potential index was clearly determined,
which effectively improved the accuracy of potential
prediction on the basis of existing research [2]. In 2002,
Liu Shi proposed a statistical model for potential
prediction based on the air pollution of Changchun
City. The model achieved a certain prediction effect [3].
But generally speaking, the accuracy of the potential
prediction is very low, so it needs to be used together
with other prediction methods, and cannot be used
alone. The chemical model for high resolution of the
troposphere in the atmosphere established by Lei
Xiaoen is a typical numerical prediction model. Using
this numerical prediction model can realize the
prediction of the changing process of air pollutants in
the atmosphere [4]. Due to its own characteristics,
numerical prediction requires detailed geographic,
meteorological, and pollution sources to realize the air
quality prediction process. Collecting these data in
actual situations requires huge costs and is difficult to
obtain. In addition, numerical prediction models
require high the amount of hardware computing
resources is used to calculate the change trend of air
pollution at high speed. The calculation complexity is
high and it takes a long time, so the current numerical
prediction model is not popular in small and
medium-sized cities. Taiwan’s Pai uses a gray model to
achieve air quality prediction. The final actual results
show that this method can achieve good results in
achieving air quality prediction [5].
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pollutant information to the neural network, update the
prediction model in time, and improve the prediction
accuracy. The neural network has a strong performance
in air quality prediction. Dynamic adaptability and fault
tolerance. In his research, Wang Jian pointed out that
the BP neural network has advantages that other
methods do not have in problems such as air quality
prediction [6]. This paper uses air quality prediction
based on BP neural network, and builds a neural
network model to achieve air quality prediction,
providing government environmental protection
departments with air pollution trends.
II. AIR QUALITY RELATED FACTORS

AQI is the abbreviation of Air Quality Index. AQI
does not refer to the value of a specific pollutant
project, but reduces the concentration of the six air
pollutant projects S02, N02, O3, CO, PM2.5 and PM10
to a single concept. Sex index form, used to represent
the overall situation of air quality [7]. According to the
size of the AQI value, the air pollution situation can be
divided into different levels, and different air quality
levels indicate the overall air quality in the local area
over a period of time. The goal of this research is to
make a short-term prediction of AQI in Xi'an, select
the six main pollutant concentrations of AQI as
features, build an air quality prediction model, improve
the prediction accuracy and efficiency of the air quality
prediction model, and provide environmental
monitoring and governance Provide accurate air quality
information.
In terms of data set acquisition, the air quality
pollutant concentration data comes from the weather
post website. Using web crawler technology to crawl
the data of the website’s air quality data module, the
data from October 2013 to December 2019 can be
obtained. Relevant feature data, after preprocessing the
feature data to form an experimental data set. The
original data does not necessarily meet the needs of the
prediction model. The original data often needs to be
processed before the training model is constructed, so

The time series analysis method and multiple
regression model method in the statistical prediction
method simplifies many change factors that affect air
quality in the process of achieving air quality
prediction, and makes many assumptions in the
training process to achieve prediction, and finally
achieves air quality the accuracy of the prediction
needs to be further improved. The neural network has a
good approximation effect in air quality prediction. It
can continuously update the newly acquired air
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III. AIR QUALITY PREDICTION MODEL

that the collected original data meets the needs of the
model. This paper studies the air quality prediction
method, and the construction of the air quality
prediction model mainly needs to consider the lack of
data Processing, data outlier processing, and data
normalization processing.

A. BP neural network
BP neural network is an error back propagation
neural network. Rumerlhar proposed an error back
propagation algorithm in the study of forward neural
network, referred to as BP neural network algorithm.
The network of each layer of the BP neural contains
many neuron nodes. There is no connection between
the neurons in the layer, and all the neuron nodes
between adjacent layers are fully connected [8]. The
input layer is used to accept network input information.
Each neuron will generate the corresponding link
weight according to the input information of the
obtained network. The function of the hidden layer in
the BP neural network is information detection.
According to Tambe’s global approximation theory,
even if a neural network contains only one hidden layer,
as long as there are enough neuron nodes and the
appropriate connection function and weight are
selected, it can be arbitrary. Approximate the input and
output vector of a measurable function [9]. The BP
neural network can obtain information and
continuously update it to the network, and constantly
adjust its structure to meet the characteristics of the
model, and has strong self-adaptability and fault
tolerance.

In this paper, the mean value filling method is used
to deal with missing values. The mean value filling
method is to replace the missing values with the
average value of historical data. This method is simple
to implement and suitable for models with high
accuracy requirements. Data anomaly refers to an
unreasonable value in a data set. For example, taking
air pollutant concentration data as an example, if the
actually collected concentration data value is a negative
number, the value is determined to be an abnormal
value. In the research method of this paper, the outliers
are regarded as missing values, and the outliers are
dealt with in the way of missing values. In order to
avoid the overflow of the weight of the neural network
is too large or too small, to eliminate the possible
impact of different variables of the input vector due to
different dimensions or too large difference in value,
the input vector of the neural network needs to be
processed. Normalized data processing is performed on
the collected original data set, so that each index of
each element data of the vector is at the same order of
magnitude, which is suitable for training model for
learning. This article uses the Z-score standardized
method, the calculation method is:

x* 

x μ
δ
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The BP neural network learning process is that after
receiving the initial input and the given target output,
the information forward propagation learning process
is performed. This process first calculates and
calculates each neural unit of the input layer and each
neural unit of the hidden layer. Obtain the output of
each neural unit of the hidden layer, and then use the
same method to calculate the output of each neural unit
of the output layer to determine the error between the
actual output of the output layer and the target output.
If the error value is within the user's acceptable range,
then Fix the weight and threshold, and end the training,
otherwise it enters the second stage. The second stage
is the error signal back-propagation stage. In this stage,
the partial derivative of the error is first calculated

(1)

Among them, μ is the mean value of all sample
data, and δ is the standard deviation of all sample
data.
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using the output of the output layer, and then the partial
derivative obtained by calculation is weighted and
summed with the previous hidden layer. Input layer,
and finally use the partial derivative calculated by each
neural unit to update the weight [10]. Repeat these two
stages until the error between the actual output and the
target output is reduced to an acceptable range. Figure
1 is the learning flowchart of the BP neural network:
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between the hidden layer and output layer node is Who ;
output The threshold of the layer node is b o , the
network activation function is f , the output value of
the output layer node is yoo , and the expected output
value is y o .

Begin

The forward propagation process of the BP neural
network is to solve the output layer output value X i

Provide initial input and target input

Update the connection weight of
each layer

from the input layer input value yoo . Specific steps

Calculate the output of each unit of
the hidden layer

are as follows:
Adjust the connection weight of the input
layer to the hidden layer and the output
threshold of each unit of the hidden layer

Calculate the output of each unit in
the output layer

Calculate the error between the
actual output and the target value

a) Calculate the input and output values of the
hidden layer
Hidden layer input value:

Calculate hidden layer correction
error

m

hi h  Wih X i  bh

（h=1,2,...,n）

(2)

i 1

Whether the error is within the
allowable range

No

Calculate the output layer
correction error

Hidden layer output value:
Yes

hoh  f (hih )

Fixed weights and thresholds

（h=1,2,...,n）

(3)

b) Calculate the input value and output value of
the output layer
Input value of output layer:

End

Figure 1. BP neural network learning process

From the above, the algorithm flow of BP neural
network can be divided into two processes, as follows:

k

yio  Whohoh  bo （o=1,2,...,k）

(4)

o 1

1) Forward propagation sub-process
It is now defined that the input value of the input

Output value of output layer:

layer node is X i , the weight value between the input

yoo  f ( yio )

layer and the hidden layer node is Wih ; the threshold

（o=1,2,...,k）

2) Back propagation sub-process

value of the hidden layer node is b h and the value
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The back propagation process of BP neural network
is based on Widrow-Hoff learning rules. The error
function is as follows:

1 k
E（W，b）  ( y0  yoo ) 2
2 o1

Who  1
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E (W , b)
E yio
 1
Who
yio Who

(9)

From formulas (3), (4), and (5), we can get:
(6)

The main goal of the BP neural network algorithm
is to iteratively modify the weights and thresholds
between layers so as to minimize the value of the error
function. According to the Widrow-Hoff learning rule,
along the direction of the steepest descent of the sum of
squared errors, the weights and thresholds are
constantly adjusted. According to the gradient descent
method, the amount of weight change is proportional to
the gradient of the error function at the current position,
as shown in equation (6)：

yio
 hoh
Who

(10)

E
( y0  yoo ) f ' ( yio )   o
yio

(11)

From formulas (8), (9), (10), we can get:

Who  1 o hoh

(12)

Similarly, we can get:

W  1

E (W , b)
W

(7)

bo  2 o

Also for thresholds are:

b   2

E (W , b)
b

(13)

b) Calculate the weight between the input layer
and the hidden layer and the adjustment amount of the
hidden layer threshold
(8)
For Wih , according to equation (6):

In the formula: 1 ,  2 is the learning speed, and

Wih  1

E (W , b)
E hih
 1
Wih
hih Wih

(14)

its value range is (0,1).
The specific steps of the BP neural network back
propagation process are as follows:

Since

a) Calculate the weight between the hidden layer
and the output layer and adjust the threshold of the
output layer
For

Who

hi h affects all output layers, there are:
k
E
E yio

hi h i 1 yio hih

, according to formula (6), we can get:

From formulas (2) and (3), we can get:
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yio
 Who f ' (hih )
hih

B. Design of air quality prediction model
(16)

The core algorithm used in this paper is the BP
neural network algorithm. According to the
characteristics of the BP neural network, this topic
needs to determine the number of neuron nodes in each
layer of the network, and select the network activation
function and initial parameters. The determination of
the number of input layer nodes of the BP neural
network is very important. Too many or too few
selections will affect the prediction accuracy of the
model. Therefore, the number of input layer nodes
should be determined according to the actual
application needs. This subject designs the input layer
and output layer of the network based on the collected
data. The number of input layer nodes is 6, which are
the data of the concentration values of six pollutants
such as PM2.5, PM10, SO2, NO2, C0, and O3 in a day.
The number of nodes in the output layer is one, that is,
the AQI value of the next day. The structure of the BP
neural network in this subject is divided into three
layers, with only one hidden layer. There is no
theoretical guidance for determining the number of
hidden layer nodes, and it is usually based on specific
practical experience. The empirical formula for
selecting the number of hidden layers is:

From formula (10)、(15)、(16), we can get:
k
E
 f ' (hih )  oWho   h
hi o
o 1

(17)

From equations (13), (14) and (17), we can get:

Wih  1 h

hi h
Wih

(18)

Similarly, we can get:

b h  2 h
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(19)

c) Update the weights and thresholds of the BP
neural network
From (12), (13), the updated weight and output
layer threshold between the hidden layer and the output
layer are:

WhoN 1  WhoN 1 o hoh

(20)

boN 1  boN 2 o

(21)

p  n  q 

In the formula, n and q represent the number of
neurons in the input layer and output layer, respectively,
generally take an integer between 1-10. The number of
hidden layer nodes in this subject is first determined as
7.

From equations (19) and (20), the updated weights
and hidden layer thresholds between the input layer
and the hidden layer can be obtained:

hih
WihN 1  WihN  1 h
Wih

(22)

b hN 1  bhN 2 h

(23)

(24)

The network activation function is an important
factor that affects the performance of the BP neural
network algorithm, which makes the network have
nonlinear processing capabilities. There are three
activation functions of BP neural network: log-sigmiod
function, tanh function and ReLU function. According
to the characteristics of the research data and the
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characteristics of the three activation functions, in this
paper, the hidden layer of the BP network selects the
log-sigmiod function as the activation function, and the
output layer selects the ReLU function as the activation
function. Since the sample data is normalized, the
value interval between the initial weight and the
threshold is between [-1, 1], and they should be a set of
random numbers that are not exactly equal.

MAPE 

RMSE 
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1 n yi  y *i
| y |
n i 1
i

(25)

1 n
 ( yi  y*i )2
n i 1

(26)

Experimental results show that the prediction model
established in this paper has high accuracy and high
efficiency for PM2.5 concentration prediction. The
simulation prediction results are shown in Figure 4 the
measured values and predicted values of the first 6
groups are compared to obtain Table 1.
TABLE I.
AQI

COMPARISON BETWEEN MEASURED AND PREDICTED
AQI

PM2.5

prediction
Figure 2. Log-sigmiod function

PM

So2

No2

Co

O3

10

45

56.21

27

40

4

24

0.71

75

49

60.51

23

47

6

36

0.63

84

55

64.30

33

57

6

35

0.62

84

57

68.54

39

60

5

40

0.71

56

68

80.22

40

67

5

39

0.77

85

61

74.35

33

69

6

47

0.70

71

400
200
0

Figure 3. ReLU function

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29

IV. EXPERIMENT

AQI measured

The experimental simulation platform used in this
article is the Python programming language. The air
data object used in the experiment is the air quality data
of Xi'an from October 2013 to December 2019. All the
experimental data are sorted in a continuous time series.
Take the data for 30 consecutive days as the test data
set, and the other as the training data set. For the
evaluation of the advantages and disadvantages of the
model, this paper uses the average error and the root
mean square error to evaluate. The calculation
formulas are shown in equations (25) and (26):

AQI prediction

Figure 4. Comparison of sample prediction results with real values

The experimental results show that, after analyzing
the prediction results, it is concluded that under the
experimental conditions given in this paper, the
average error of the experimental results is 0.074 and
the root mean square error is 13.41. As can be seen
from Figure 4-1 and Table 4-1, the BP neural network
established in this paper has lower prediction error
when the air quality fluctuates greatly.
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This research also has some shortcomings at present.
It only considers the relevant factors that can be
quantitatively analyzed, and does not take into account
some unexpected emergencies. For example, natural
disasters, human factors, etc. Due to the unpredictable
and unquantifiable characteristics of these factors, they
have not been considered in the article. In the future
research work, we hope to analyze these factors.
V.
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in Xi'an. Through the analysis of experimental results,
BP neural network has a significant effect in dealing
with such nonlinear problems, especially in the place
where the AQI fluctuation is relatively large. The
research is conducive to the prediction and prevention
of air pollution problems. The government can also
make appropriate measures and decisions based on the
prediction results, such as closing schools or reducing
outdoor sports, thereby reducing the damage caused by
pollution. It can also provide new ways and methods
for forecasting research in other fields.

CONCLUSION

This article aims at the current situation of severe
air pollution problems facing China. The traditional air
pollutant online monitoring system cannot effectively
use historical air pollutant data to provide quantitative
reference for air pollution control and various control
measures. The environmental protection department
urgently needs to establish an air quality prediction
system to realize the supervision and control of local
air pollution. This paper studies a method to achieve air
quality prediction based on BP neural network. By
studying the change law of historical air pollutant
project concentration data, it predicts the future air
quality change trend for a period of time, and helps
government environmental protection departments
formulate air pollution control policies to provide
quantification Indicators and references.
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This article first explains the research background
and significance of this topic, and analyzes the
necessity of establishing an air quality prediction
system for air pollution control. Based on the analysis
of the domestic research results of air quality prediction,
combined with the regional characteristics and actual
conditions of prefectural and municipal government
departments, a framework model for air quality
prediction based on statistical prediction is proposed.
Then, an air quality prediction method model based on
BP neural network is established, and the realization of
the method includes three stages of air pollutant project
concentration data collection, data processing, and
prediction algorithm network model construction. This
paper uses BP neural network to predict the air quality
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